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colourless
Scent: apple
Flash point: 
< 0°C
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SPECIAL SOLVENTS

4503A4 650 ml aerosol 

4550A4 650 ml aerosol
2550i2 1 l container
2550J1 5 l metal jerrycan
2550O1 20 l drum
2550U2 200 l drum
2550N1 Container 1000 l

2514i2 1 l container
2514J1 5 l jerrycan 
2514O1 20 l drum 
2514U2 200 l drum

C629/0210 210 l drum

4507A5 800 ml aerosol 
2507J1 5 l jerrycan
2507U2 200 l drum

6517i4 1 l spray bottle
6517J1 5 l metal jerrycan
6517O1 20 l metal drum
6517U2 200 l drum

NATO

 orange
Scent: fruity
Flash point: 
62°C
Kb value: 80

colourless
Flash point:  
< 0°C

colourless

Scent: citrus
Flash point:  
< 21°C

colourless
Flash point: 
< 21°C

colourless
Flash point: 
> 62°C
Cl - F - S - Br:  
< 200 ppm
PMUC: 01-024 4516A4 650 ml aerosol

2516J1 5 l jerrycan

colourless
Flash point: 
< 0°C

 

DRY SOLVENT FOR PLASTICS
Dry cleaner and grease remover, quick drying.
Cleaning of all devices and small mechanisms,
contacts and printed circuits. Ideal to clean any
difficult to reach and fragile surfaces. Highly
concentrated grease dissolving ability. Does not
contain chlorinated solvents. Does not damage
fragile materials, labelling inks or plastics.

DRY SOLVENT 
Indispensable for pre-mounting cleaning and prepainting
preparation. Very rapid evaporation. Cleans
metal and plastic surfaces (once a compatibility test
has been carried out). Does not contain chlorinated
solvent. Leaves a dry and clean surface.

DRY - ULTRA-RAPID EVAPORATION
For surface preparation before painting or gluing.
Dissolves resins, glues, inks and paints. Immediate
evaporation. Leaves a completely clean and dry
surface, without deposits. Cleaning of oxygen pipes
and valves. Does not contain chlorinated solvent.

DEGREASING TAR REMOVER 

PLANT-BASED DEGREASER 
RAPID EVAPORATION

Degreasing solvent specifically designed for cleaning 
operation and surface preparation, when there are severe 
pollutions. Effective to remove inks. Excellent oils and 
greases solvent.

Cleans and dissolves grease. Tar and combustion
residue remover and descaler. Protects mechanical
parts by leaving a light, greasy film. Non-irritant.
Excellent to remove labels. All uses.

HALOGEN-FREE
Solvent for the degreasing of very dirty mechanical
parts and decontamination of radioactive particles.
PMUC approved for nuclear and thermal power
plants, hydroelectric facilities and subcontractors.
Certified for the degreasing of low voltage (BT) and
medium voltage (HTA) cables.
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BRAKE CLEANER
Dry cleaner, grease remover for brakes. Evaporates
very quickly, does not attack plastics. Powerful
spray. Removes oil, brake pad residue etc. Suitable
for brakes on cars, lorries, trailers, machine tools
etc. Surface preparation before gluing or painting.
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4507A4 650 ml aerosol

ENVIRONMENTAL
FRIENDLY

ENVIRONMENTAL
FRIENDLY

4C629A5 800 ml aerosol

colourless
Aspect : liquid
Flash point: 
0°C

719

2719J1 5 l metal jerrycan

 

DILUENT FOR DRY LUBRICANT WITH Mos2
Diluent specially formulated for our lubricating varnishes
VIMOS 70 and EMOS 60.
The diluent is used to thin varnishes that need to be more 
fluid before they are sprayed.
It is also recommended to dilute and clean adhesives.

DILUANT VIMOS EMOS

3719i2 1 l container
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